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We consider condensing flow with droplets that nucleate and grow, but do not slip with respect to
the surrounding gas phase. To compute the local droplet size distribution, one could solve the
general dynamic equation and the fluid dynamics equations simultaneously. To reduce the overall
computational effort of this procedure by roughly an order of magnitude, we propose an alternative
procedure, in which the general dynamic equation is initially replaced by moment equations
complemented with a closure assumption. The key notion is that the flow field obtained from this
so-called method of moments, i.e., solving the moment equations and the fluid dynamics equations
simultaneously, approximately accommodates the thermodynamic effects of condensation. Instead
of estimating the droplet size distribution from the obtained moments by making assumptions about
its shape, we subsequently solve the exact general dynamic equation along a number of selected
fluid trajectories, keeping the flow field fixed. This alternative procedure leads to fairly accurate size
distribution estimates at low cost, and it eliminates the need for assumptions on the distribution
shape. Furthermore, it leads to the exact size distribution whenever the closure of the moment
equations is exact. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1921147g

I. INTRODUCTION

Condensing flows play different roles in industrial ma-
chinery such as steam turbines and supersonic gas condition-
ers. In the low pressure stages of steam turbines condensa-
tion is unfavorable since it decreases the turbine efficiency.
In contrast, condensation is essential in supersonic gas con-
ditioners since it provides, together with vortex generation,
the mechanism to separate chemical components of a com-
pound gas. In both examples it is required to predict the
droplet size distributions accurately.

During the last two decades, various authors have calcu-
lated droplet size distributions in air-water flows based on
simultaneous solution of the fluid dynamics equations
sFDEsd and the general dynamic equationsGDEd, a conser-
vation equation for the droplet number density in phase
space.1–5All of these authors employ an Eulerian description
of the FDEs combined with a Lagrangian description of the
GDE. Two of the main advantages of this mixed Eulerian–
Lagrangian approach are4 sid the discretization of the La-
grangian description of droplet dynamics is expected to be
quite accurate since it follows single droplets step by step,
andsii d in contrast to an overall Eulerian approach, it circum-
vents the necessity of an extremely fine mesh in and around
the nucleation zone. Two disadvantages, however, can also
be mentioned:sid a large number of fluid trajectories have to
be tracked frequently, andsii d data have to be interpolated
frequently between the Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinate
systems.

As an efficient approximation, several authors have em-

ployed the so-called method of momentssMOMd to calculate
condensing air-water flows.6–9 The MOM consists of simul-
taneous solution of the FDEs and a number of moment equa-
tions sMEsd that are obtained from taking moments of the
GDE. The main advantage of the ME/FDE approach with
respect to the GDE/FDE approach is the strong reduction of
computational effort. Two apparent disadvantages, however,
are sid the necessity of a closure model, and/orsii d the re-
quired assumptions on the shape of the distribution function.
It is noted that these two disadvantages coincide when clo-
sure is obtained by assuming a generic size distribution. Sev-
eral closure techniques have been used in the literature.
White and Hounslow9 use a growth law that is linear in the
droplet radius that allows for exact closure. This is confirmed
by their comparison of calculated moments from both the
ME/FDE approach and the GDE/FDE approach, showing al-
most identical results. Hill6 employs the Hertz–Knudsen
growth law and obtains closure of the MEs by observing that
the growth rate is almost independent of the droplet radius
for larger radii, leading to a mean growth rate approximation.
The same method is used by Adam and Schnerr.7 McCallum
and Hunt8 apply a similar approach to an alternative
growth law.

Within the field of aerosol dynamics a large range of
closure methods has been developed. All of the ME/FDE
approaches resulting from aerosol investigations are de-
signed to cope with coagulation and segregation, in addition
to nucleation and growth. One way of closure is to assume a
generic shape of the droplet size distribution, e.g., “log-
normal,” “smodifiedd g,” Laguerre polynomials expansion,
or associate Laguerre polynomials expansion.10–15 Alterna-
tively, Barrett and Jheeta16 assume a functional form of the
moments instead of the size distribution itself, and
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McGraw17 uses a quadrature expression for the moments.
Finally, Frenklach18 introduces a more complex interpolative
closure.

To assess the accuracy of the moments obtained by the
MOM with various closure models, Barrett and Webb19

present a comparison with data obtained from the GDE/FDE
approach, revealing errors of typically a few percent for the
cases considered. This suggests that the MOM is fairly suit-
able to estimate averages of the size distributionand to esti-
mate the thermodynamic effects of condensation on the flow
field.

Estimating the size distribution itself from these data by
means of generic shape assumptions is, however, not
straightforward. It has been found that the widely used log-
normal andsmodifiedd g distributions belong to classes of
multiple distributions having identical moments.20,21 Al-
though McGrawet al.21 found that the physical and optical
properties and dynamics of these multiple distributions are
virtually identical, there is a need to improve the accuracy of
distribution predictions when details of such distributions are
important.

Close inspection of the GDE/FDE approach on the one
hand, and the ME/FDE approach on the other hand, learns
that three major differences between these two approaches
can be identified.

sid The GDE/FDE approach leads to a detailed descrip-
tion of the droplet size distribution, whereas the ME/FDE
approach leads to approximate moments of this distribution.

sii d The GDE/FDE approach leads to accurate descrip-
tions of the velocity, pressure, and temperature fields,
whereas the ME/FDE approach leads to approximations of
these fields.

siii d The computational effort related to the GDE/FDE
approach is approximately one order of magnitude larger
than the computational effort related to the ME/FDE
approach.

In the present work we investigate the possibility to
solve the GDE approximately, whereas the computational ef-
fort is strongly reduced. We consider condensing flow in-
cluding nucleation and growth, with droplets that are as-
sumed not to slip with respect to the surrounding gas phase.
The key notion we make is that the velocity, pressure, and
temperature fields obtained from the ME/FDE approach ap-
proximately accommodate the thermodynamic effects of
condensation. Moreover, whenever the closure of the MEs is
exact, the accommodation of thermodynamic effects is also
exact. We use the velocity field obtained from the ME/FDE
approach to generate approximate fluid trajectories and solve
the GDE along these trajectories, leading to a detailed drop-
let size distribution. The related computational effort of this
procedure is proportional to that of the ME/FDE approach,
which will typically take 90% of the total computational ef-
fort. Three disadvantages related to the conventional ap-
proach are eliminated in this way:sid only a limited number
of fluid trajectories has to be considered,sii d interpolation
from the Lagrangian coordinate system to the Eulerian coor-
dinate system is not required, andsiii d additional assump-

tions on the generic distribution shape are not required to
estimate the actual size distribution. Furthermore, in the limit
of exact closure of the MEs, the proposed procedure leads to
the exact size distribution.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A. Fluid dynamic equations

The FDEs are based on conservation of mass, momen-
tum, and energy in physical space. In the present work we
assume that viscous stresses and heat conduction are negli-
gible. As a consequence, we use the Euler equations instead
of the Navier–Stokes equations:

]

]t
srd +

]

]xj
srujd = 0, s1d

]

]t
sruid +

]

]xj
sruiuj + di j pd = 0, i = 1,2,3, s2d

]

]t
srEd +

]

]xj
srujHd = 0. s3d

The symbolsxj and uj represent thej th components of
the position and velocity vectors in physical space, respec-
tively. Furthermore,r is the mass density,p is the pressure,
rE is the total energy densitysinternal energy and kinetic
energyd, andrH is the total enthalpy density.

B. General dynamic equation

The composition of a condensing gas-vapor mixture at a
certain locationx and time instantt in terms of the number of
droplets per unit volume, and the distribution of these drop-
lets over a range of radii, is conveniently described by the
radius distribution functionfsr ,x ,td. The distribution func-
tion is defined such that for any givenr .0, xPR, and
t.0, the number of droplets per unit volume at timet, at
positionx, with radii smaller thanr, is given by

Nsr,x,td =E
0

r

fsr8,x,tddr8. s4d

The distribution functionf is governed by the GDE,
which is based on droplet number conservation in phase
space. For the derivation of the GDE we refer to standard
textbooks on the subject, e.g., Refs. 22 and 23. In absence of
slip, coagulation, and segregation, the GDE is

]f

]t
+

]

]r
sṙ fd +

]

]xj
suj fd = dsr − r*dJ. s5d

Hereṙsr ,x ,td is the growth rate of droplets,r*sx ,td is the
critical radius, i.e., the radius at which droplets nucleate, and
Jsx ,td is the nucleation rate per unit volume. Finally,d rep-
resents the Dirac delta function.

The liquid mass fraction, denoted byg, is defined as the
ratio of mass contained in droplets on the one hand, and
mass contained in the fluid on the other hand:

g ; r,/r. s6d
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Here r, is the liquid mass density taken over a small
mixture volume containing sufficiently many droplets, andr
is the mixture mass density. Upon assuming spherical drop-
lets, the liquid mass fraction is related to the third moment of
the droplet radius distribution function:

g ;
rL

r

4

3
pE

0

`

r3fdr, s7d

whererL is the liquid mass density within a single droplet.
The GDE and the FDEs are coupled by the pressurep,

the nucleation rateJ, and the growth rateṙ:

p = psr,ru,rv,rw,rE,gd, s8d

J = Jsr,ru,rv,rw,rE,gd, s9d

ṙ = ṙsr,ru,rv,rw,rE,g,rd. s10d

Simultaneous solution of the GDE and the FDEs leads to
accurate size distributions, and velocity, pressure, and tem-
perature fields. The model is completed by the relations for
thermodynamics, droplet nucleation, and droplet growth,
which are given in Appendixes A and B, respectively.

C. Moment equations

To obtain the MEs, we multiply the GDE byrk, with k an
integer, and integrate fromr =0 to r =`:

]mk

]t
+E

0

`

rk ]

]r
sṙ fddr +

]

]xj
sujmkd = sr*dkJ. s11d

The kth momentmk is defined as

mk ; E
0

`

rkfdr. s12d

Several authors express the moments in terms of inte-
grals over time instead of integrals over the radius. It has
been demonstrated in Ref. 24, however, that both formula-
tions are equivalent and, moreover, consistent with the GDE.
The remaining integral can be further evaluated:

E
0

`

rk ]

]r
sṙ fddr = frkṙ fg0

` − kE
0

`

rk−1ṙ fdr. s13d

The first term on the right-hand side is zero since drop-
lets with zero radius or infinite radius do not exist. The sec-
ond term on the right-hand side is written as

kE
0

`

rk−1ṙ fdr = kak−1mk−1, s14d

with

am ;
1

mm
E

0

`

rmṙ fdr. s15d

As a result, the firstM +1 moment equations become

]mk

]t
+

]

]xj
sujmkd = sr*dkJ + kak−1mk−1,

k = 0,1,2, . . . ,M . s16d

This set forms a closed system when theam are known
for m=0,1,2, . . . ,M −1. Upon modeling theam in terms of
the other variables, one can approximately close the system
of equations. The closure method applied in the present
investigation is due to Hill,6 which is explained in
Appendix B 3. Since the liquid mass fraction is related to the
third moment, viz., Eq.s7d, we takeM =3.

The method of moments consists of simultaneous solu-
tion of the MEs and the FDEs, leading to approximate mo-
ments of the droplet size distribution, and approximations of
the velocity, pressure, and temperature fields. The conven-
tional method to estimate the size distribution from the mo-
ments obtained, consists of assuming a generic distribution
shape. In the present paper we use the log-normal assump-
tion to compare the results obtained from the method of mo-
ments, with the results obtained from the alternative method
proposed in Sec. III. The log-normal distribution is described
in Appendix C.

III. SOLUTION OF GDE ALONG TRAJECTORIES

In this section, we describe how to solve the GDE along
approximate fluid trajectories generated by the ME/FDE ap-
proach, in order to obtain size distribution estimates without
making any assumptions about the distribution shape.

A. Preintegration of the GDE

To solve the GDE along fluid trajectories, we first pre-
integrate the GDE over the radius, along phase paths. We
define a phase path in terms of a set of four functions of
time: the three spatial coordinatesx̄st ;x1,t1d, and the radius
coordinate r̄st ; r1,x1,t1d, defined as the solutions of two
coupled boundary value problems:

dx̄

dt
= usx̄,td, x̄st1;x1,t1d = x1, s17d

and

dr̄

dt
= ṙsr̄,x̄,td, r̄st1;r1,x1,t1d = r1. s18d

Hence,x̄ describes the time evolution of the position of
a droplet with positionx1 at t= t1, and r̄ describes the time
evolution of the radius of that droplet with radiusr1 at t= t1.
It is noted that the phase path is also well defined fort, t1.

These definitions enable one to write the GDE in a La-
grangian form. We first employ the mass conservation equa-
tion, Eq. s1d, to rewrite the GDE as

] f̂

]t
+

]

]r
sṙ f̂d + uj

] f̂

]xj
= dsr − r*dĴ, s19d

where f̂ ; f /r andĴ;J/r. We then integrate Eq.s19d overr,

]N̂

]t
+ usṙ f̂du0

r + uj
]N̂

]xj
= Hsr − r*dĴ, s20d

whereN̂;N/r andH represents the Heaviside step function.
Since
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fs0,x,td = 0, ∀ x,t, s21d

and recognizing from Eq.s4d that f̂ ;]N̂/]r, we obtain from

Eq. s20d a differential equation forN̂sr ,x ,td:

]N̂

]t
+ ṙ

]N̂

]r
+ uj

]N̂

]xj
= Hsr − r*dĴ. s22d

This equation expresses the balance between the time
change of the number of droplets per unit mass with radii
smaller thanr on the one hand, and growth, convection, and
nucleation on the other hand. Along the phase pathsr ,x,td
=sr̄ , x̄ ,td we have

]N̂

]t
+ ṙ

]N̂

]r
+ uj

]N̂

]xj
;

d

dt
N̂sr̄,x̄,td, s23d

leading to

d

dt
N̂sr̄,x̄,td = Hfr̄ − r*sx̄,tdgĴsx̄,td. s24d

The Heaviside step function enforces that, along phase paths,
the time increase of the number of droplets per unit mass
with radii smaller thanr̄ is equal to the nucleation rate per
unit mass whenr̄ . r* , but zero whenr̄ , r* .

Backward time integration of Eqs.s17d and s18d for a
single value ofx1 and a range of values ofr1 over a time
domain ft0,t1g, and subsequent forward time integration of
Eq. s24d along these phase paths, results in the function

N̂sr , x̄ ,td when t0 is chosen such thatN̂fr , x̄st0d ,t0g is known
for all r. For example, one typically choosest0 such that
fx̄st0d ,t0g represents a point in the flow domain where there

are no droplets at all, i.e.,N̂fr , x̄st0d ,t0g;0. Finally, the dis-
tribution function is reconstructed along the fluid path as

ffr,x̄std,tg = rfx̄std,tg
]

]r
N̂fr,x̄std,tg, t P ft0,t1g. s25d

B. Quasi-1D approximation and discretization

To demonstrate the proposed method, we consider a duct
of lengthL and cross sectional areaA, which varies slowly
with the axial coordinatex, i.e.,

L

A

dA

dx
! 1. s26d

The FDEs, Eqs.s1d–s3d, and the MEs, Eq.s16d, are re-
placed by quasi-one-dimensional approximations:25

]

]t
srd +

]

]x
srud = − ru

1

A

dA

dx
, s27d

]

]t
srud +

]

]x
sru2 + pd = − ru2 1

A

dA

dx
, s28d

]

]t
srEd +

]

]x
sruHd = − ruH

1

A

dA

dx
, s29d

]mk

]t
+

]

]x
smkud = − mku

1

A

dA

dx
+ sr*dkJ + kak−1mk−1,

k = 0,1,2, . . . ,M . s30d

To discretize this quasi-one-dimensional approximation,
a standard finite volume method is employed including the
Van Leer flux splitting,26 and the Van Albada flux limiter.27

The resulting algorithm is second-order accurate in space.
The steady state solution is obtained by a fourth order
Runge–Kutta time integration scheme, and the nucleation
term is resolved by means of fractional time integration. De-
tails of this discretization are given in Ref. 28.

To discretize the one-dimensional formulation of the
phase path equations, Eqs.s17d and s18d, we choose a point
of interest,sr1,x1,t1d, and solve the following set of alge-
braic equations:

x̄n−1 = x̄n − usx̄n,tndDt, x̄0 = x1, s31d

r̄n−1 = r̄n − ṙsr̄n,x̄n,tndDt, r̄0 = r1, s32d

wheretn is defined as

tn = t1 + nDt, n = 0,− 1,− 2, . . . ,−n0. s33d

The value ofn0 is such thatx̄−n0 corresponds to the re-
quired starting point of the phase path. The preintegrated
general dynamic equation, Eq.s24d, is discretized as

N̂n+1 = N̂n + Hfr̄n − r*sx̄n,tndgĴsx̄n,tndDt, N̂−n0 = 0. s34d

For a given flow solution, Eqs.s31d–s34d are solved sub-
sequently for a number of decreasing values ofDt. Each next
value of Dt is half of the previous value ofDt. When the
differences between two subsequent solutions are below ma-
chine accuracy levelftypically Os10−14dg, the last obtained
solution is considered sufficiently accurate.

C. Global procedure

In all calculations, we first use the ME/FDE approach
that constitutes the MOM. It consists of solving the quasi-
one-dimensional form of the FDEs, Eqs.s27d–s29d, simulta-
neously with the quasi-one-dimensional form of the MEs,
Eq. s30d. As a result, we obtain approximate pressure, tem-
perature, density, velocity, and liquid mass fraction fields. In
all cases we close the MEs by employing Hill’s approximate
growth law. We employ two models for nucleation:sid the
conventional model without denucleation andsii d an alterna-
tive model obtained by replacingJ by Hs−Dr* /DtdJ, see
Appendix B 4. We denote these methods by MOM0 and
MOM+, respectively.

Second, we continue by means of a phase path analysis
sPPAd by solving the Lagrangian form of the GDE, Eq.s24d,
along a range of phase paths to reconstruct the droplet radius
distribution along a fluid trajectory. We use two different
growth laws within PPA:sid Hill’s approximate growth law
and sii d the Hertz–KnudsensHKd growth law, see Appendix
B 2. We denote these methods by PPA-Hill and PPA-HK,
respectively.

The moments directly resulting from MOM0 or MOM+

on the one hand, and the moments indirectly resulting from
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PPA-Hill or PPA-HK by integration of the obtained distribu-
tion function on the other hand, are compared to assess the
relative accuracy of the two methods. It is noted that exact
closure of the method of moments implies exact calculation
of the distribution function. As a result, MOM0 and
MOM0/PPA-Hill should give identical results for the
moments.

Finally, we also estimate the size distribution from the
obtained moments from MOM0 by assuming a log-normal
shape, labeled as MOM0/log-normal, and compare it to the
size distribution obtained from PPA.

IV. TEST CASE DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS

To test the proposed method we consider the condensing
flow of air-water mixtures through a symmetric nozzle. Two
different values for the water contentgmax are considered:s1d

“Lower water content case,” gmax=8.18 g/kg; s2d “higher
water content case,”gmax=20.50 g/kg.

The contour of the nozzle is depicted in Fig. 1sad, while
typical graphs of the nucleation rateJ, the temperatureT, and
the Mach numberM as functions of the axial coordinatex
are depicted in Figs. 1sad–1sdd. Two nucleation zones are
observed: primary nucleation starting just in front of the
throat of the nozzle and secondary nucleation at the end of
the diverging part of the nozzle. It is noted that the scale ofJ
is logarithmic and that the primary nucleation peak is about
five orders of magnitude larger than the secondary one.
Droplet nucleation and droplet growth cause the temperature
and the Mach number to locally increase and decrease, re-
spectively. This is in contrast with the situation of a noncon-
densing expanding gas in a supersonic diverging channel.
The reason for this contrasting behavior is the heat release of
the growing droplets.

FIG. 1. Typical characteristics of con-
densing flow in a symmetric nozzle:
sad Nozzle radius,sbd nucleation rate,
scd temperature, andsdd Mach number.

FIG. 2. Liquid mass fraction and relative moment deviations between MOM0 and MOM0/PPA-Hill for gmax=8.18 g/kg:sad Liquid mass fraction andsbd
relative deviation in all moments.
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A. Lower water content case

We start with the lower water content casegmax

=8.18 g/kg. To verify our algorithms, we compare liquid
mass fraction data obtained directly from the method of mo-
ments to similar data obtained from the phase path analysis,
using Hill’s approximation of the droplet growth law. Under
these conditions both methods should theoretically give iden-
tical data, since the simplified growth law enables exact clo-
sure of the moment equations. Figure 2sad shows the liquid
mass fractions obtained from MOM0 and PPA-Hill, respec-
tively, and Fig. 2sbd shows the relative deviation in all of the
four moments. In the region whereg.1 g/kg all errors are
<0.1% or less. This is considered a sufficiently accurate
verification since accurate integration of the nucleation rate
is a challenge in itself due to the extremely large gradients.

To assess the validity of the proposed method we now
apply the phase path analysis with the Hertz–Knudsen
growth law, which is more complete than Hill’s approximate
growth law. Figure 3sad shows the liquid mass fractions ob-
tained from MOM0 and from PPA-HK, respectively. Figure
3sbd shows the relative deviation in all of the four moments.

In the region whereg.1 g/kg, the deviations are 30%–
40%. One of the main reasons for the relatively large dis-
crepancy between the moments obtained from MOM0 on the
one hand and from PPA-HK on the other hand, is that, within
MOM0, denucleation is not accounted for. In contrast, within
PPA-HK, droplets that have radii smaller than the critical

radius r* will shrink and eventually will evaporate com-
pletely. Therefore we replace MOM0 by MOM+ to approxi-
mately account for denucleation, and compare the moments
again. Figure 4sad shows the liquid mass fractions obtained
from MOM+ and from PPA-HK, respectively. Figure 4sbd
shows the relative deviation in all of the four moments. In
the region whereg.1 g/kg, the deviations are 10%–20%,
indicating a significant improvement compared to the
MOM0/PPA-HK combination.

An impression of the distribution function at various
axial positions related to the three methods considered is
presented in Figs. 5sad–5sfd and 6sad–6sfd, respectively. We
have scaled the droplet radius bym1/m0 and the distribution
function by m0

2/m1, respectively, implying that the mean
scaled radius is identical to 1, and that the integral of the
scaled distribution function is also identical to 1. Figures
5sad–5sfd show a comparison of the distribution function ob-
tained from MOM0/PPA-Hill on the one hand and the dis-
tribution function obtained from MOM0 assuming a log-
normal representation on the other hand. The log-normal
assumption is reasonable for the downstream positionssx
ù2.8 cmd but fails at the positions where nucleation is still
active sx=2.0 cm,x=2.5 cmd.

A similar comparison of the size distribution function
obtained with MOM0/PPA-Hill and the two results obtained
with MOM0/PPA-HK and MOM+/PPA-HK, respectively, is
presented in Figs. 6sad–6sfd. The apparent skewness and

FIG. 3. Liquid mass fraction and relative moment deviations between MOM0 and MOM0/PPA-HK for gmax=8.18 g/kg:sad Liquid mass fraction andsbd
relative deviation in all moments.

FIG. 4. Liquid mass fraction and relative moment deviations between MOM+ and MOM+/PPA-HK for gmax=8.18 g/kg:sad Liquid mass fraction andsbd
relative deviation in all moments.
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slenderness of the distribution function obtained with the
Hertz–Knudsen growth lawsPPA-HKd is in contrast with the
more symmetric distribution obtained with Hill’s approxima-
tion of the Hertz–Knudsen growth lawsPPA-Hilld.

B. Higher water content case

For the higher water content casegmax=20.50 g/kg we
present a completely similar analysis. The corresponding
curves are presented in Figs. 7–11. From these figures it
appears that similar observations can be made. The improve-
ment in accuracy, however, indicated by Fig. 9, due to our
crude model for denucleation is even stronger than for the
lower water content case: the deviations in the moments re-
duce from 30%–40% to<10%. Figure 10 shows that the
log-normal distribution function assumption is reasonable for
all axial positions except for the first onesx=2.0 cmd. Fi-
nally, Fig. 11 confirms the relative skewness and slenderness
of the distribution function obtained with the Hertz–Knudsen

growth lawsPPA-HKd, compared to the more symmetric dis-
tribution obtained with Hill’s approximation of the Hertz–
Knudsen growth lawsPPA-Hilld.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed method of combining the method of mo-
ments, i.e., simultaneous solution of the moment equations
and the fluid dynamics equations, with phase path analysis,
i.e., solution of the general dynamic equation along a fluid
trajectory, has demonstrated its potential to approximately
reconstruct the droplet size distribution. Whenever the clo-
sure of the moments equations is exact, the reconstructed
distribution function is also exact. This has been verified by
employing Hill’s approximate growth law in both the method
of moments as well as in the phase path analysis.

Although closure of the method of moments by means of
Hill’s approximate growth law and subsequent phase path
analysis with the Hertz–Knudsen growth law leads to fairly

FIG. 5. Scaled distribution function from MOM0/PPA-Hill sshort dashesd and MOM0/ log-normalsdottedd at various axial positions forgmax=8.18 g/kg:sad
x=2.0 cm,sbd x=2.5 cm,scd x=2.8 cm,sdd x=3.0 cm,sed x=4.0 cm, andsfd x=11.37 cm.
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large deviations of 30%–40% in the moments, it has been
shown that addition of a rather crude representation of de-
nucleation already results in a significant reduction of these
deviations to<20% or even 10%.

APPENDIX A: THERMODYNAMICS

We assume that both the inert carrier gas, denoted by the
subscripta, and the vapor, denoted by subscriptv, are ther-

FIG. 6. Scaled distribution function from MOM0/PPA-Hill sshort dashesd, MOM0/PPA-HK slong dashesd, and MOM+/PPA-HK ssolidd at various axial
positions forgmax=8.18 g/kg:sad x=2.0 cm,sbd x=2.5 cm,scd x=2.8 cm,sdd x=3.0 cm,sed x=4.0 cm, andsfd x=11.37 cm.

FIG. 7. Liquid mass fraction and relative moment deviations between MOM0 and MOM0/PPA-Hill for gmax=20.50 g/kg:sad Liquid mass fraction andsbd
relative deviation in all moments.
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mally perfect gases. Furthermore, we assume that the gas and
the vapor are in thermal equilibrium with the liquid droplets.
The pressure satisfies

p = rRT, R=
ra

r
Ra +

rv

r
Rv, sA1d

wherera andrv are the mass densities, andRa andRv are the
gas constants of the two components, respectively. Due to
the no-slip assumption, the sum of the liquid mass densityr,

and the vapor mass densityrv satisfies

]

]t
Srv + r,

r
D + uj

]

]xj
Srv + r,

r
D = 0. sA2d

Defining gmax;srv+r,d /r, this shows thatgmax is con-
stant along fluid trajectories. We assume that at inflow
boundariesgmax is uniform, which makesgmax a global con-
stant and an upper bound forg everywhere in the flow field:

0 ø g ø gmax. sA3d

From these observations it follows that the densities of
the gas and vapor components are related to the overall mass
densityr by

ra = s1 − gmaxdr, rv = sgmax− gdr, sA4d

leading to the following expression for the pressure:

p = rRT, R= s1 − gmaxdRa + sgmax− gdRv. sA5d

To obtain an expression for the temperature we employ
the specific energy of the mixture,

e; E − 1
2ujuj sA6d

and express it in terms of contributions from the three
components:

e=
ra

r
ea +

rv

r
ev +

r,

r
eL, sA7d

whereea, ev, andeL are the internal specific energies of the
gas, the vapor, and the liquid, respectively. We assume that
the inert carrier gas and the vapor are calorically perfect:

ea = Cv
aT, ev = Cv

vT. sA8d

The specific heat coefficientsCv
a andCv

v of the inert car-
rier gas and the vapor, respectively, are constants. We ex-
presseLsTd in terms of specific enthalpy,

eLsTd ; hLsTd − pL/rL < hLsTd, sA9d

where we have assumed thatpL /rL!hL. To eliminatehLsTd
we use the enthalpy of vaporizationsor latent heatd,

h0sTd ; hvsTd − hLsTd sA10d

and we expresshvsTd as

FIG. 8. Liquid mass fraction and relative moment deviations between MOM0 and MOM0/PPA-HK for gmax=20.50 g/kg:sad Liquid mass fraction andsbd
relative deviation in all moments.

FIG. 9. Liquid mass fraction and relative moment deviations MOM+ and MOM+/PPA-HK for gmax=20.50 g/kg:sad Liquid mass fraction andsbd relative
deviation in all moments.
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hvsTd ; evsTd + pv/rv = evsTd + RvT. sA11d

The final result is

esTd = CvT + gRvT − gh0sTd,

sA12d
Cv ; s1 − gmaxdCv

a + gmaxCv
v,

which, upon knowledge of the functionh0sTd, relates the
temperature explicitly to the specific energy.

APPENDIX B: NUCLEATION AND GROWTH

1. Nucleation

Homogeneous nucleation involves the formation of
metastable clusters from a population of vapor molecules in
a supersaturated state. The rate at which nuclei are formed,
per unit volume,J, depends exponentially on the ratio of
Gibbs free energy of formation,DG* , and the mean thermal
energykT sviz., e.g., Ref. 29d:

J = K expS−
DG*

kT
D, K =

rv
2

rL

Î 2s

pm3 . sB1d

The symbolk is the Boltzmann constant,s is the surface
tension, andm is the mass of a single vapor molecule. Gibbs
free energy of formation,DG* , equals

DG* = 4
3psr*d2s. sB2d

The symbolr* represents the critical radius, i.e., the radius of
the nuclei that are formed:

r* =
2s

rLRvT ln S
. sB3d

Furthermore,S is the saturation ratio, i.e., the ratio of the
actual vapor pressurepv and the saturated vapor pressure
pssTd:

S; pv/pssTd. sB4d

FIG. 10. Scaled distribution function from MOM0/PPA-Hill sshort dashesd and MOM0/ log-normalsdottedd at various axial positions forgmax=20.50 g/kg:
sad x=2.0 cm,sbd x=2.5 cm,scd x=2.8 cm,sdd x=3.0 cm,sed x=4.0 cm, andsfd x=11.37 cm.
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2. Hertz–Knudsen growth law

The Hertz–Knudsen growth law is based on condensa-
tion of vapor molecules onto the droplet on the one hand and
evaporation of molecules from the droplet on the other hand.
The rates of both processes are proportional to the ratio of
the relevant vapor pressure and the square root of the mean
thermal energy. By taking into account the thermal equilib-
rium assumption we obtain

ṙsr,x,td =
a

rL
S pv − ps,r

Î2pRvT
D . sB5d

Here a is the impingement coefficient usually taken
equal to 1, andps,r is the saturated vapor pressure over a
curved surface with radiusr:

ps,r = ps expS 2s

rrLRvT
D . sB6d

3. Hill’s approximation of the Hertz–Knudsen
growth law

To close the moment equations for air-water mixtures,
Hill 6 introduced an average growth rate for all droplet sizes,
based on the observation that, especially for larger radii, the
droplet growth rate is in very good approximation indepen-
dent of the actual droplet radius. The average growth rate is
simply obtained by applying the Hertz–Knudsen growth law
to a droplet with a characteristic radiusrH defined as

rHsx,td ;Îm2sx,td
m0sx,td

. sB7d

As a result we get

ṙsr,x,td < ṙfrHsx,td,x,tg. sB8d

This approximation enables one to calculate the coeffi-
cientsam defined by Eq.s15d,

FIG. 11. Scaled distribution function from MOM0/PPA-Hill sshort dashesd, MOM0/PPA-HK slong dashesd, and MOM+/PPA-HK ssolidd at various axial
positions forgmax=20.50 g/kg:sad x=2.0 cm,sbd x=2.5 cm,scd x=2.8 cm,sdd x=3.0 cm,sed x=4.0 cm, andsfd x=11.37 cm.
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amsx,td = ṙfrHsx,td,x,tg, sB9d

by which the set of moment equations is closed.

4. Denucleation

When the radius of a droplet,r, is smaller than the criti-
cal radiusr* the Hertz–Knudsen droplet growth law implies
evaporation: the droplet radius decreases with time. In the
end, when the droplet radius keeps decreasing, the droplet
will disappear completely. We will call this process denucle-
ation. Whenever the critical radius, which is a virtual radius
as function of the thermodynamic state, is increasing over a
considerable period of time, nuclei will just shrink and dis-
appear. To account for this effect, we propose to replace the
nucleation rateJ by the following expression:

J → HS−
Dr*

Dt
DJ, sB10d

whereH is the Heaviside step function andD /Dt denotes the
material time derivative. As a result, nucleation will be
switched off whenever the critical radiusr* is increasing
with time in a Lagrangian reference system. This, to some
extent, represents denucleation.

To account for massive denucleation when the average
growth rate is negative, one could consider to employ the
model proposed by Luo30 that is based on shifting an ap-
proximate distribution function over the radius axis in nega-
tive direction. In the present work, however, we restrict our-
selves to cases with positive average growth rates.

APPENDIX C: LOG-NORMAL SIZE DISTRIBUTION

The log-normal shape is described in, e.g., Ref. 21:

fsr,x,td =
m0sx,td
rsÎ2p

expH−
1

2
S ln r − m

s
D2J . sC1d

Here,s and m are two parameters that can be expressed in
terms of the momentsmk by using the following relationship:

mk = m0 expHkm+
1

2
sksd2J . sC2d

In the present paper we choosem0, m1, andm2 to determine
s andm:

s2 = lnSm0m2

m1
2 D, m=

1

2
lnS m1

4

m0
3m2

D . sC3d
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